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From left: Dr Mariam Seedat-Khan, Dr Rene Smith and Dr Zanetta Jansen. 

 

The first of its kind of South African textbook: Sociology: A South African Perspective, will be 

published early in the new year. 

It was edited by UKZN academic Clinical Sociologist Dr Mariam Seedat-Khan; UKZN alumnus 

and DUT academic, Dr Rene Smith, and Senior Lecturer in Sociology at Unisa, Dr Zanetta 

Jansen. 

‘This is the first of its kind of South African Sociology textbook,’ said Seedat-Khan. ‘It includes 

the outstanding work of historically marginalised and emerging scholars. This pioneering 

publication includes contributions from several South African universities - including UKZN, 

DUT, UNISA, UJ, and UFH - making it one of the most inclusive texts, representative of 

sociologists from all corners of South Africa. Some of the authors are first time contributors 

while the majority are women.’  

The book includes an impressive ensemble of professional South African and African 

sociologists with a uniquely ‘Global/South African’ emphasis.  

It brings together sociological concepts and theoretical frameworks within the South Africa 

context, encouraging scholars to use their sociological Imagination in their own societies and 

communities with real South African and African case studies.  

Smith stated, ‘I was drawn to this project as it locates the local in a global context. It offers 

alternative voices and readings, critical to promoting diversity of content and pluralism. 

Significantly, it has links to a range of online resources in support of teaching, learning and 

assessment.’ 

Jansen added: ‘It highlights and integrates many local and African context-based examples 

within every chapter to illustrate how the field has changed within the Discipline, making 

sociology a global and not just a European or American phenomenon. It also shows how 

relevant, dynamic and evolutionary the discipline of sociology is in this unique South African 

edition compared to the previous American Ferrante text.’  

She said both undergraduate and honours level Sociology students would find the text useful, 

applicable and engaging for them in their current circumstances. 



‘Academics and students will find the text particularly useful; the editors have included a 

database of exam questions, tutorials, and essay questions as well as lecture slides and a 

series of online resources for each section.’ 

Sociology: A South African Perspective is considered essential reading for all students taking 

sociology courses. It will also help those wanting to further examine forms of social structure 

and how these affect human attitudes, actions and opportunities with the country.  

The book will be available in February next year. 
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